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Hello friends! First, we'd like to thank you for your participation in our annual Festival of Banners. Your art makes our entire community a bright and colorful place for everyone.

Second, this year's banner book is dedicated to George Rouman. George was a staunch supporter of Art Reach! The Festival of Banners was his project. If you ever spent time volunteering at Jameson Hall during the community paint days, you know George loved the buzz and excitement of people coming together to paint. He also made sure every brush was rinsed to his specification.

The program was an idea that came out of the Vision 20/20 planning that began in the early 2000s. Vision 20/20 was a county-wide plan for the vision of Isabella County. George and a few others from the Quality of Life committee, traveled to a community in Canada to see how they organized a banner program, and brought that model to Isabella County. Proudly, 14 years later, this program is still one of our most visible and prominent programs. George chaired the Banner committee since it's inception and continued to be integral in the planning and execution of all things Banners, until his sudden death in March 2022.

George was a pillar in the Mt. Pleasant community, with a quiet and reverent leadership. When the Kiwanis club came to us about creating a banner in memory of George, we loved the idea. As George was a long time member of the Mt. Pleasant Kiwanis Club and a lifelong University of Michigan man, the Kiwanis club came together to create a banner that commemorates George and many of his “favorite things.” The banner that his loving Kiwanis friends created is featured on the front of this year's banner book. We hope that all who see it hanging in downtown remember George with a smile, through the tears, for all of his strengths and great leadership that he brought to so many groups throughout his life and in our community.

Lastly, we must give thanks to our sponsors and partners: City of Mt. Pleasant, Union Township, Village of Shepherd, McLaren Central Michigan, Saginaw Chippewa Indian Tribe, Migizi Economic Development, MyMichigan Health, Soaring Eagle Casino and Resort, Cox Sports Medicine, Graff Buick GMC, Isabella Community Credit Union, and Krathol. We look forward to continuing this program for years to come!

Cordially,
The 2022 Festival of Banners Committee
13. Patricia Alberts
   *Fly Spring Fly*

14. Henry Ellison
   *Rainbow Robot*

15. Kynzie Groeneveld
   *Happy Tree*

16. Austin Loonsfoot & Carter Watson
   *Absworld*

17. Gianna DeFeyter & Ava McCaul
   *The Secret Of The Midnight Flower*

18. Konnor Brown & Lexi Smith
   *Colorful Explosion*

19. Emma Peak
   *Shooting Star*

20. Joshua Guthrie
   *Joshua’s Hearts of Joy*

21. Riley Kampf
   *Eye of The Rainbow*

22. Liam Shephard
   *Donut UFO*

23. Adrianna Fausett & Jordyn Vautrin
   *Colorful Kindness*

24. Lake Lentovich
   *Rainbow Flower*
37. Mt. Pleasant High School
Abstract 3

38. Mt. Pleasant High School
Abstract 4

39. Brianna Revoir & Jake Bork
Chaos

40. Grace Smith & Austin Mead
The Lovers

41. Nevaeh Badger & Degon Brown
YX

42. Sarah Sehl & Tavia Kehgegab
Different Flowers

43. Sean Morisett
Spring Flowers

44. Kaylee Neff, Gabrielle Moutsatsion & Sophia Reilly
Eternal Spring

45. Zoey Mandoka Haggard
Peppa in Peril

46. Kaley Davis
Mushroom House

47. Grace Davis, Kaitlyn Levesque & Jordynn Tice
Spring Bunny

48. Lizzie Prout
Solar Spunk
73. Guy Russell
   Colorful Coke

74. Piper Harsh
   Sunset

75. Bryson Grundy
   Tornado in Space

76. Anna Gowen
   Sunny Delights

77. Braedin Maglynn
   Woodsies

78. Christian
   Villa-Bilton
   DNA

79. Joelle English
   We Are All Unique

80. Pamela Allen
   SpongeBob

81. Corbin Owens
   Under the Sea

82. Dominic Cantu
   American Flag

83. Blake Sian
   Big Blue Bird

84. Evadin Barker
   Magic Mushrooms
85. Amelia Ryzyk & Brenna Campbell  
The Enchanted Utopia
86. Nevayah Paisley  
Flower Lips
87. Hunter Soper  
Tree
88. Bella Hall  
LGBTQ+
89. Ameya Thomas  
Recycle
90. Rowyn Thomas  
Bluejay
91. Zaydn Thomas  
Eternal Battle
92. Sarah Miller  
Gradient Rainbow
93. Ariel & Madison Wieferich  
Garden Girl
94. Emily Bigelow  
Team Work
95. Lucy Sindik  
Turtle Power
96. Alice Sindik  
Land Cat, Sea Cat
133. Emma Fiallo
Wild Spring

136. Sophia Powell
Untitled

137. Total Investment Planners

138. Praedium Realty
Robin Stressman & Associates

139. Allie DeJong & Tinley Persson
Sunflower Garden

140. Caitlin Campbell
Froggy Painting

141. Lizzie Laney
Cherry Tree

142. Addyson Ley & Elizabeth Courtright
Dancing Queen

143. Parker Jackson & Mark Deskovitz
Skull of Tags

144. Constantine Collings & Daniel Lossio
Nighttime Mountains

145. Ava Sweet & Alaina Verleger
Charlie

146. Landyn Wilson & Hadley Anderson
Spring Fling
147. Ella Fox
Reach for the Cookies

148. Claire Swirtz
Shooting of Lite

149. UU Fellowship of Central Michigan
Hope Springs Eternal

150. Isabell Scott
Evening Spring

151. Elise Longuski
Morning Glory

152. Grace Nettleton
Simply Cats

153. Mt. Pleasant
Farmers’ Market

154. Donna Marben
Art in Nature

155. Chippewa Hills School
Untitled

156. First United Methodist Church
Joy!

157. Cara Bennett
Love!

158. Zena Petro
Hope!
171. The Center for Excellence in STEM Education

172. United Way of Gratiot & Isabella Counties

173. Addeson Schwartz The Promise

176. Dean Bigelow Oh No Spooky

178. Anna Kepner Cute-a-corn

179. Josephine Prewett Untitled

180. Miriam Kepner Excitement of Spring

181. Theresa Buccilli Springs

182. Michelle Buccilli Springy Delights

183. Sadie Fuller Untitled

184. Center of Hope Counseling Love Your Tree

185. Orianna Henkes Valentine Bee
186. Megan Moreno
Hope

187. Adan Moreno
Helimed

188. Mary Jarman
Teagan Delores

189. Elianna Henkes
Space is Cool

190. Zoe Pastotnik
Exploring the Unknown

191. Harper Pastotnik
Paint Power

192. Iria Urbaniak
Dream Deer

193. Zonta Club of Mt. Pleasant Zonta

194. Hopewell Ranch
Happy Cody

195. Emelia Barclay
Light at the end of the Tunnel

196. Lexie Bigelow
The Cottage

197. Logan Urbaniak
Spring Cat
198. Ben Fussman  
*Fish On!*

199. Hazel & Rachel Fussman  
*Eternal Love*

200. Quentin Rossignol  
*Rubik’s Spring*

201. Chloe Rossignol  
*Artist of your life*

202. Glenda Everett  
*Spring Corn*

203. Valerie Lucka  
*Spring in Moonlight*

204. Valora Lucka  
*Spring is Eternal*

205. Dakota Dodak  
*April Showers Bring May Flowers*

206. Logan Fussman  
*Spring in Bloom*

207. Xavier Campbell  
*Untitled*

208. Child Development and Learning Lab  
*Spring Flower*

209. Milah Curry  
*Untitled*
210. Maise Curry  
*Untitled*

211. Ben Curry  
*Untitled*

212. Ken Curry  
*Untitled*

213. McNair Scholars  
Program

214. Jan Alfano  
*Untitled*

215. Coldwell Banker/  
Mt. Pleasant Realty

216. Emmett Dvorak  
Playing Halo

217. Aiden Dvorak  
The Paint Springs

218. Sophie Cho  
*Spring Food Festival*

219. Chippewa Hills  
School  
*Untitled*

220. Griffin Barz  
*Hedgehog*

221. Asher Barz  
*Fox*
222. Rowan Barz
 Kingfisher

224. Marie Blazo
 Untitled

225. Mt. Pleasant Area
 Convention & Visitors
 Bureau
 Meet Mt. Pleasant

226. Deborah Clark
 You Matter

227. Dale Moses
 MMI

228. Adam Faber
 MMI

229. Tim Powlson
 MMI

230. Abbie Powell
 Untitled

231. Meredith Ash
 Untitled

232. Ellie Lockwood
 Untitled

233. Sophia Powell &
 Victoria Daugherty
 Untitled

234. Maddie
 Daugherty
 Untitled
247. Chippewa Watershed Conservancy
248. Kira Krebs
   Untitled
249. Callie Simon
   Untitled
250. Amanda Simon
   Untitled

254. Max & Emily’s
255. Women’s Initiative
256. R.I.S.E. Advocacy Inc.
   Reflections
258. Weichert Realtors Broadway Realty

264. Nichole Cowles
   Untitled
265. Nichole Cowles
   Untitled
266. Mt. Pleasant Jaycees
267. Mt. Pleasant Craft Beer Festival
268. Isabella Community Credit Union

269. Monica Hunley Untitled

270. Ryleigh Foster Untitled

271. Kennedy Farrell Let The Sun Smile Through

272. Kleigh Farrell Be Kind

273. Lexi Verwey Untitled

274. Karoline Barron Untitled

275. Jamison Sommer Iris Meets Iris

276. Immanuel Lutheran Church

277. Mid Michigan College

278. Aaliyah Mena Untitled

279. Tanyth Bass I Am Spiderman
293. Market for the Arts

294. Victim Rights Program

295. Wesley Young Untitled

296. Hailee Beutler Untitled

297. Bradley Beutler Untitled

298. Isaiah Greenacre Untitled

299. Haley Baker Untitled

300. Dane Parlier Untitled

301. Madison Zeneberg

302. Andrea Graham Untitled

303. Abigail Beckman Untitled

304. Olivia Beckman Untitled
Thank You!

Union Township, City of Mt. Pleasant, Village of Shepherd and McLaren for hanging and displaying the 2022 banners.

Mid-Michigan Art Teachers for incorporating this project into your school’s curriculum.

Percha Paint for working with us on this project.

All of the Artists for your wonderful creations.

All of the Business Sponsors who make this event possible with community support.

All of the Volunteers for the donation of your time to help with this event.

The Banner Committee whose dedication and time invested in this event make it possible.
Event Sponsors